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The confused Hashers gathered at the corner of Blaker & Towns, only the truly intrepid ventured around the block 
to the covered picnic area, which looked a more likely location.  Wrong Way had lived up to her name and the 
gathering was indeed intended to be on the opposite side of the park from the address that the Hare had 
provided.   
 
Fortunately the skies were clear and stars were plenty so we were in no fear of being lost, as long as we stayed 
with those acquainted with naval navigation.  The masses were subdued with pre-lubes and set off “over that 
way”, some having scratched out farewell messages to loved ones (the Will’s in the bread bin, etc), others 
dropping bread crumbs. 
 
The scurrilous accusations were unfounded, the first 20km were well marked, the last 50km not quite so well, but 
nobody was lost for long… thanks to the pre-lube there were enough small puddles of beer-scented tinkle along 
the way, that any person with a half-decent sense of smell could find their way back.  
 
Heart Starter was last back, puffing and panting, her face flushed and skin all a-glow, not surprising as she was 
with 10 Fingers.    
 
Our GM Pounda looked about and noted that there was no need to call a Circle-up as his military style is 
contagious and we were milling about in formation already.   Our serious RA Chunder wrinkled his brow, flared a 
nostril, and the assembly fell silent.  
 

 

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 
is happening now, or will happen at sometime in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 

BRISBANE NORTHSIDE 
HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 

Website: www.bnh3.yolasite.com 
Email: brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com 

HASH TRASH 

BEST RUN EVER!  Virgin trail, never seen before, maybe Boxy could set a run from here some time? 

RUN NO: 2022  DATE: 10/04/2017  HARE: Wrong Way  LOCATION: Park on Cnr Blaker & Towns, Keperra. 



The Run Report as told by Christopher Cum Semen: 
Scores for the Arrows, there were plenty; several Checks;  False Trails – yeah a few so we add all those up and then 
the length, well I thought I was running a half marathon. So we have to divide by half and arrive at 5/10. 
Score: 5/10 
 
The Walk Report as told by Heart Starter: 
(GM called on Heart Starter to report as she was the happiest person arriving back from the walk tonight, she looked 
so happy he was afraid to look at her sideways.)   
The first half was wonderful, arrows everywhere, then in the second half the arrows spread out and the walk went 
on and on and on.  Not happy when she came back but over it now.  It was rumoured to be Wrong Way’s first run 
and Smooth Ride reminded Heart Starter that it always hurts the first time.   
Score: 2.5/20 
“Here’s to Wrong Way she’s True Blue…” 
 
HASH RELIGIOUS ARTICLES 
Large Appendage: 10 Fingers forgot to bring the big prick, has put it somewhere.   
Flower said she’s heard of a Wood Duck but he’s a Wood Dick!   
“Has anybody seen his cock?” 
 
Small Appendage: Goanna gave it to Pickpocket to return, he awarded it to Mustang Sally for being proud of being 
a letterbox walker. Mustang Sally managed to drink her down-down inside of 30 minutes this time. 
“Take it in your hand Mrs Murphy, I can’t afford to buy you a crown…” 
 
Scrubber Shirt: Flasher gave to Scrubber   
For developing the Bribie Island Hash vocabulary, at the Beachmere Occassional Hash on the weekend the entire 
Bribie Island Hash (BIH3) told Fakarwee they objected to him being there.  Our GM Pounda thought it was a 
reasonable comment because we object to him being at Northside every week but he keeps coming back. A BIH3 
member asked Smooth Ride for the name of the guy with the bad language, but she’s become so desensitised that 
she replied what bad language?    
“He wanks his crank in the morning”  (…and cleans it off with his shirt, ewwww!) 
WARNING to the poor sod who gets the shirt next week – it was furiously rubbed across Scrubbers’ undercarriage. 
 
Brush (Vagina): Pickpocket awarded it to Scrubber 
Continuing on from the previous Award, many members of BIH3 thought he could do with cleaning his mouth out. 
“It isn’t long and it isn’t thick…” 
 
CHARGES:  
Kimasutra charged Flower for asking Fig Jam if she could borrow his pink tool. Flower replied that she needed a 
screw in her car. GM asked if it was a tool or a shovel because she was digging herself deeper…. Her sunvisor was 
loose and needed tightening; Fig Jam is always up for a tightening. 
“She’s a Harriet and she’s alright…”  (Just like her mum, she never did either.) 
 
GM saw that Scrubber was busting his foo foo valve to charge someone, but said that it’s like those Little Johnny 
jokes where the teacher is afraid to call on Little Johnny because he knows it’s going to be bad.  Scrubber proved him 
right, again, as the GM is always right.  Scrubber attempted to charge TripleJ for technology in the Circle, for using 
her phone voice-recorder; the last time he was recorded he was in court.  The GM nullified the charge because we 
are in the age of technology and he has approved Triple J using her phone to record the circle for the Trash.   
TripleJ reversed the charge because Scrubber has never denied a lady a bit of battery operated assistance. 
“Masturbation…”  
 
GM charged Double Check: a week ago Vanessa was renamed Double Check, tonight Christopher Cum Semen ran 
up beside her on the run, said “ Hi Double Check, how’s your other half going?”  “Oh, you’re talking to me” she said. 
“Here’s to sister Hasher…”  
 
GM charged Pickpocket for supporting Manly. 
“He’s got a skeeter on his Peter…” 
 



Boxy charged 10 Fingers because off in the distance we can see a car on the opposite side of the park with its 
headlights on, it’s Mrs 10 Fingers waiting for him.  Boxy offered the use of his phone but 10 Fingers doesn’t know his 
wife’s number.  His comment, nah she’s right, she’ll wait. 
“He’s the meanest…” 
 
Fig Jam charged Flasher for being a Rick with a silent P and not holding the checks with B1 (or was it B2?) at the run 
at Beachmere.  GM was more concerned about the fish net stockings and little red number Flasher wore at the 
afterparty.  Smooth Ride was bothered by his lack of waxing. 
“His foreskin hangs down…” 
 
RA Chunda charged Flasher for calling the Previous GM a walker. 
“Why was he born so beautiful…”  
 
RETURNEES – nobody came back 
 
VISITORS – The GM of Thirsty decided to hang out with the cool kids tonight, welcome Kimasutra. 
 
ABO’S AWARDS FROM THE AGPU - None tonight as lots of charges in the Circle. 
 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Noggy Nash Fest, 27th of May, see attached flyer. 
 
Thirsty Hash Naughty Nautical, 6th of May, see attached flyer, meet at the Plough Inn from 12.00pm 
 
NEXT WEEK’S RUN #2023 
Heart Starter and Overproof 33 Aquarius Street, Kallangur.  
Rumoured to be free 5 minute massages, Pickpocket apparently only needs 30 seconds. 
 
 
 

A great run, thank you to Wrong Way and a fabulous dinner too! 
 

PHOTOS ON THE LAST PAGE….. 

  



 

 
The Evidence 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Wrong Way, is there a Hash 
shirt under there? Missed 
charge me thinks! 

Scrubber welcoming Kimasutra… is 
this why there were no returnees 
this week? 

Scrubber modelling his latest fashion 
faux pas 

 
 

 
 
 

Northside’s lovely letterbox walkers 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Mustang Sally and her little prick  
(Referring to the Award, not the GM) 

 
 

 


